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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are performing a vulnerability assessment using Nessus and
your clients printers begin printing pages of random text and
showing error messages. The client is not happy with the
situation. What is the best way to proceed?
A. Verify primers are in scope and tell the client In progress
scans cannot be stopped
B. Remove primer IP addresses from your target list
C. Enable the "Skip all primers" option and re-scan
D. Ensure Safe Checks is enabled in Nessus scan policies
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Review the following truncated output from an Aruba controller
for this item.

(Example) #show rights logon
Derived Role = 'logon' Up BW:No Limit Down BW:No Limit L2TP
Pool = default-l2tp-pool PPTP Pool = default-pptp-pool Periodic
reauthentication: Disabled ACL Number = 1/0 Max Sessions =
65535

Based on the above output from an Aruba controller, an
unauthenticated user assigned to the logon role attempts to
start an http session to IP address 172.16.43.170.
What will happen?
A. the user's traffic will be passed to the IP address because
of the policy statement: user any svc-https dst-nat 8081
B. the user's traffic will be passed to the IP address because
of the policy statement: user any svc-http dst-nat 8080
C. the user will not reach the IP address because of the
implicit deny any any at the end of the policy.
D. the user will not reach the IP address because of the policy
statement: user any svc-http dst-nat 8080
E. the user's traffic will be passed to the IP address because
of the policy statement: user any svc-http-proxy1 dst-nat 8088
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following component can improve the heat exchanger
heat exchange capability?
A. Electric heating
B. Condensate pump
C. Fan
D. Two-way valve
Answer: C
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